
PRE-ENGINEERED BUILDING SOLUTIONS

OUR CLINTELE

OUR FACILITY
Sachin Hitech Industries owns a fully equipped factory at Parandur Road,
Kanchipuram. The factory is spread over 1.1 acres of land with 22,000 sqft of
covered area. 
Automatic Pull through Welding Machine, CNC Plasma Cutting and Purlin Roll
forming machines are some of the hi-tech machinery available with us in our
plant. The factory has 2 EOT cranes to handle the materials and Diesel Generator
backup.

3D DETAILING
the detailing of the Pre-Engineered buildings is modeled
using 3D Detailing software Aveva BOCAD which enables us
to visualize the structural frames in 3 dimensions. The
structural connections and details can be verified and
checked in advance prior to the extraction of shop drawings.
Once verified and cross-checked, the shop drawings can be
extracted
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     Sachin Hitech Industries Pvt Ltd (SHIP) was established in 2006 and since
then, consistently provided clients in India with breakthrough solutions in the
field of Pre-Engineered building constructions. We offer a wide range of services
including Design, Fabrication, Civil construction, PEB Supply, and Erection.
We at Sachin Hitech Industries guarantee in-depth analysis, optimal design and
reliable execution from the ground up, making sure that all aspects -
Engineering, Mechanical, Civil and Legal are covered with no exception.

    If you are embarking on an important construction project, it pays to join
hands with the experts. At SHIP, our mission is to bring together the best minds in
the business, individuals with cutting-edge knowledge across various industry
disciplines that provide high-quality solutions at an affordable cost.
As a company our priority is customer satisfaction. We achieve that by creating
a unique business process that integrates the best practices of the industry

Redefining the way industries are built in India

OUR SERVICES

Sachin Hitech Industries offers a wide range of solutions and services in Pre-
Engineered Buildings. These buildings can be tailor-made to suit your
requirements and are easily expandable, withstand harsh climatic conditions and
come with low maintenance.
Pre-Engineered Buildings are the perfect solutions for Industrial and commercial
constructions like Factories, Warehouses, Aircraft hangars, Cold storage,
Workshops, Showrooms, Service centers, Sports halls, Supermarkets etc. 

DESIGN | ENGINEERING | DETAILING | FABRICATION |
CONSTRUCTION | ERECTION | TURN-KEY PROJECTS

At SHIP the structural fabrication works are with high-quality workmanship. We
possess expertise in MMAW, GMAW, and SAW Welding techniques. We make use
of CNC Plasma cutting machines for precise cutting of the plates. All manual
welding is executed by AWS-certified welders. The entire process is monitored by
highly qualified engineers who ensure product and process quality.

WAREHOUSE
FACTORIES
STEEL BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL FABRICATION
SPORTS ARENA
TURNKEY PROJECTS

We also undertake Turnkey projects
including Civil works.  Our Industrial Civil
Construction services begin with soil
exploration and result in providing
efficient design. Our expertise in PEB
allows us to design efficient civil
foundations for the structures. They are
executed in accordance with the most
stringent quality conditions.


